Governor’s Monthly Letter as August, 2009
Join an RI President Membership Conference
– For membership growth and expansion month –
2008-2009 Presidential Membership conference was held at Grand Pacific Hotel Le Daiba on
July 7th and attended over 1200 participants on a large scale. The reason why 12 presidential
membership conferences was held first of all in Japan is that 2008-2009 RI President D.K.Lee
directly shows he greatly expects a future of Japan and membership growth in Japan.
Feature of this conference is to transfer a district based meeting into club based meeting as a
theme of membership growth(Sustaining or increasing The membership base of each club). In
brief, membership growth is recognized as each club’s issues and so a president, secretary and
a chairman of membership growth committee in a club are called to attend and over 90% of the
participants are occupied at the conference in fact.
2008-2009 RI President D.K.Lee eagerly talks to us that membership growth to make one more
Rotarians to increase leads to save more children and it is best time to make a expansion of
Rotary that is asked by more children around the world, and Japanese Rotarians get younger
and more membership growth when it is a best time to break a decrease tendency for it.
Ronald RI Membership Development and Retention Committee Chairman repeatedly
emphasizes to adopt a change and a new view for the membership growth that is a power of
Rotary is dependent on the quality of membership and the quantity of quality at the same time,
that is to request more qualified and more talent members and we get rid of old customs,
understand old mind that makes terrible and brave to challenge a change and new mind.
Now the committee that has a responsibility of membership growth and expansion in the district
organization this year is dared to call a membership“ground reinforcement”committee. One of
four elements for effective club is to sustaining or increasing the membership base. Rotary
member is a highly qualified professional. There are any differences for the committee’s
responsibilities to grasp between the numbers of the members and the qualities for the
membership ground. And the duties of the membership ground reinforcement committee are
added to vocational services and the organization reinforcement and annotation on it.
RI has large number of research data concerning about the reasons to withdraw the club. Most
of withdrawing members within one to two years can not have been adequately understood the
responsibility they take before they joined the club and they have not taken enough training after
they were enrolled.
A membership ground reinforcement committee greatly performs to increase quality of each
member as a professional person, uplift professional ethics and deepen and strengthen it.
Candidate of the rotary member takes an explanation what group a rotary is and what
professional classification a candidate is and join the rotary after agreement. As a result of
recruiting a membership to aware of increasing the number of members without challenging a
consciousness of their professional person as s new member, we have to recognize that early
withdrawing a club continues.
In additional, it is important to do our best to join young members in the club not to decrease the
organization gradually. In order to meet local needs the diversity of project and professional
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classification is important and the diversity between the old and the young is an essential factor
to do it.
Most of members who withdraw within a couple of years can not gain a participation
consciousness for the club events and activities and not mix well at the club. For a new member
within one year please give them any capacity to recommend their friends and so take them an
important position in a club as early as possible. If they can manage the club activities by
themselves and have any consciousness for their participation, they think the rotary is one of
their life and are interested to attend service activities aggressively
The membership ground reinforcement is duties of each club. Please catch up our goal for
increasing 10% of the district membership, put our ideas together in a club and carry the
membership growth in a proper way.
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